
By MARK WALSH |  Have you noticed how much time, money and

intelligence is allocated to identify the demographic, psychographic,

emotional and purchasing-intent characteristics of today’s Internet

users (or consumers?)?  Isn’t it amazing how great companies like

Tacoda, Revenue Science, Ad.com and all the ad-networks are touting

their ability to find the needle in the haystack?  And then, you see those

same companies, and a host more, claim that they can tell you all sorts

of things about that needle?  Like why they abandoned their shopping

cart with you, why they might use Facebook to talk about you, why

they are paranoid about downloading entertainment from you, why

they like/don’t like getting updates or deals from you?

Have you?

Did you, in your wildest dreams, ever imagine a day when you and

other companies would know so much about someone before you got

to speak to them… to sell to them… to pitch them?

I’ll bet the answer is no.  But, strangely, this unbelievable amount of

pre-sale awareness and knowledge has not translated into as much

concern and effort in developing the “Message” that a prospect or even

a current customer sees.

Despite all the time and money spent to find the exact person they are

looking for, many advertisers then show them the exact same message

they used in media where they knew very little about the prospect.  It’s

almost like a family forcing each member to wear convention-like

name tags around the house.  “I know you are ‘Dad”, but, I wanna make

sure I see that each time I bump into you in the kitchen!” Why do you

see the same advertisement for an airline on a New York merchant’s

Web site that you see on The Dallas Morning News’ Web site.  

Call it Crowdvertising
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Why the disconnect?  Why, like a sausage factory, have we spent so much

time in the quality of the meat going into the grinder, and so little time pay-

ing attention to what comes out the other end?  (Not sure this makes sense.)

Wouldn’t it make sense to have another set of industry participants

whose job it was to alter the strategic brand message down to the needle

in the haystack ready to listen?  If Verizon’s strategic message is “Our

Network is the Best, and we keep it that way every day”, wouldn’t it make

sense to have a specific message from that strategy aimed at urban

dwellers that don’t own a car who live in cities with metros/subways

where you can make Verizon calls and have a cool ad campaign detailing

that specific benefit?  After all, with all the data available about new

media users, couldn’t we know that

about them?  (I think Verizon did this.)

Can’t brand managers ask that advertis-

ing be executionally “sensitive” to the

needle?  Can’t they legitimately expect

that there will be a positive ratio between

the targeting of the media and the cus-

tomization of the message?

Think back for a minute.  During the last

Super Bowl, Budweiser uses its most

proven “macro-engagement” visual, the Clydesdales, to make you think

of the beer, like the beer and maybe choose the beer  in the second half.  It

is the widest sledgehammer they have to establish brand identity, vitality

and appeal to a thirsty public.  It covers all the bases… Horses in a gor-

geous mountain field, funny dialogue and golden pilsner being poured…

you know the drill.

How about a day when they begin to pay attention to the needles?

Combining knowledge of who posts the most pictures on Facebook from

a Super Bowl party, assuming they will attend or host one this year, com-

bining residence data for people living in the two teams’ hometowns, and

offering them specific versions of the Clydesdale ads for their party, in

their city, for their peer group?  Like the horses having a conversation

about how the Steelers are going to win, and how Howie’s Pub in the

Pittsburgh suburb of Squirrel Hill is the place for all real Steelers fans?

I could go on, and on…. And on… with examples, but each of them

would have the same theme:  why don’t ads have seasonal, demographic,

geographic, psychographic and brand-feature specific appeal?  Why
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don’t brand managers manage the message, as much as they man-

age the medium?

There are lots of answers, but the simplest one is the most reason-

able: Cost.  As a major ad executive told me recently, “There’s no

way our current cost structure could let us service a client with

hundreds of ‘little’ ads for YouTube… we are about big brands, big

pipes and big messages.”  Agencies don’t have the infrastructure to

manage this much creative production.  They never have, and

some say they never will.  On the other side of the cost equation,

no client is going to pay an agency what it would take to hire the

extra creative talent to service one client’s enormous needs to be

“needle-centric” in their message.

So, what’s a busy Brand Manager to do?  The solution will come

from… you guessed it, the Crowd.  No, not the Cloud, the Crowd.

Brand Managers are going to realize that their customer is now

their agency.  They will begin to trust their customer base to make

messages for sub-groups and sub-sub-groups.   They will create

“empowerment zones” where pre-vetted creative free-lancers will

have access to rich media libraries of old ads, logos, messages and

targets.  Like a sandbox, these rogue, but smart creatives will send

up a wide variety of executions, messages, sales points, and overall

fresh content that speaks directly to the needle.  Agency 2.0?

Nahhhh,  I like to call it Crowdvertising.

Those brand managers who ignore this trend will do so at their

peril.  Today’s new media consumer is getting savvier and savvier.

They know how much information they are willingly contribute

about themselves every time they log on.  They know that infor-

mation has value and has a cost.  When they continually see a

company blasting them with the wide sledgehammer, even after

they have been identified as a needle… well… at some point they

will say, “Enough”, and will extract some sort of revenge, either

with their mouse, or their mouth.  Sausage Makers, forewarned is

forearmed!
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